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New Products from Frezzi at NAB 2015 
 

 
NEW! SkyLight V2 with Higher Output and Higher CRI 
The best just got better!  Frezzi's high-output ultra-portable and weatherproof LED SkyLight,  widely in 
use by virtually every major network for ENG and EFP is now almost 20% brighter and has a CRI 
(color rendering index) over 90 without harmful UV emissions!   
 
These impressive enhancements improve HD camera color pull-through by fully saturating colors and 
making skin tones more natural and flattering like real sun light. All in the same rugged package 
renowned by news crews throughout the industry for its high-output and quick setup.  
 
The SkyLight is the worlds first daylight-balanced light suitable for indoor/outdoor news gathering and 
field production. It's a highly portable LED with HMI type output powered by standard broadcast 
batteries, DC or AC power. Delivers light greater than a 650 Watt tungsten or 150W HMI source while 
drawing only 75W of power.  Fully dimmable with selectable beam angles using quick change 
reflector technology and is ruggedized for any shooting environment. Size 2 x 8 x 10" weight 4.75 lbs. 
 
NEW! SkyLight Combo Barndoor Filter Diffuser  
The SkyLight combination filter is 2 leaf barndoor with flip up CTO and flip down diffuser/spreader.  
The CTO converts the native 5000K to 3000K and the diffuser softens and spreads the light. The 
combo filter slides into the accessory ears of the SkyLight and folds flat and can stay on the unit 
during transportation for quick run and gun deployment.  Packing size 6 x  6 x 1"  weight 8 oz. 
 
NEW! SkyLight 12x12" SoftBox  
For beautiful silky-smooth lighting with flattering soft wrap-around shadows, the SkyLight Softbox will 
do the trick! Its unique design folds flat for quick easy packing and deploys in seconds without rods or 
speed rings. The clear front pocket allows for different levels of diffusion and color gels to slide in for 
the ultimate in flexibility. The inside is lined with highly reflective mirrored material for maximum 
output. The SkyLight has plenty of HMI type punch for amazing output soft light output. It comes with 
interchangeable Light, Medium and Heavy Diffusion and color CTO gel. Size 12x12x2" folded, 
12x12x14" deployed, weight 1lbs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
NEW! LED75EX Lamp 
The LED75EX is a MR16 plug-in lamp with similar center output foot-candle than the previous LED75 
while drawing almost half the power. It has a higher CRI (color rendering index) with improved and 
smoother dimming range. 
 

• Extended Run Time - almost twice the run time of the previous LED75! 
• Extreme CRI 90 - for brighter and more vivid colors! 
• Extended Dimming Range - dims down further and smoother! 

 
All Frezzi EyLights and Mini-Fill LED fixtures now come with the new LED75EX lamps. 
 
 
NEW! FLC-4 Quad Channel Li-Ion Simultaneous Battery Charger 
The FLC-4 is an advanced 4-channel fast charger for all Frezzi Li-Ion batteries that features an 
intelligent backlit LCD display that shows the charging status of each channel, instantaneous voltage, 
charge current, and the capacity that has been delivered to each battery.  The FLC-4 has a universal 
AC input for worldwide operation and is available in A/B and V-Mount format.  It can accept some 
batteries from other manufacturers, check with Frezzi for compatibility.  Weight 6 lbs and 5.6 x 6.5 x 
11" with carry handle. 
 
 

### 
 
Frezzi has manufactured portable lighting and power products for the news media industry, both film 
and video for over 70 years.  Frezzi Energy Systems is a division of Frezzolini Electronics Inc.  
Contact Frezzi toll free at: 973-427-1160 and for more information visit our website at: 
www.frezzi.com to see all our latest innovations. 
 
 

 


